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Abstract—Development of networks, specially access net-

works, is very important and urgent task nowadays. However,

it turns out that this segment of telecommunication networks

is the most expensive and complicated part of this undertak-

ing. Therefore, the thorough analyses are carried out to de-

termine the best solution under specific circumstances before

any decisions are made. This paper presents techno-economic

model, which was implemented and used to carry out analyses

for one of the biggest city in Poland. To take uncertainty into

consideration the stochastic approach was applied providing

more robust solution, therefore, improving the safety of invest-

ment. Analyses concern FTTH (fibre to the home) technology,

type of generic FTTx network architecture. It uses optical fi-

bre in local telecommunication loop, what is becoming more

and more popular. Presented results show the usefulness of

techno-economic surveys in planning access networks devel-

opment. The appropriate choice of network parameters, such

as the aggregation ratio, is essential and could significantly

influence the investment profitability.

Keywords—broadband, decision support, FTTH, network plan-

ning, stochastic programming.

1. Introduction

Demand for network bandwidth has been rapidly growing
for several years and telecommunication networks become
basic information exchange channel for information society
and knowledge-based economy. If majority of backbone
network has been upgraded already, then access networks
are usually based on old infrastructure and are a bottleneck
in subscriber connections. Therefore, development of this
segment became crucial in improving broadband accessi-
bility. On the other hand, however, it is the most expensive
network layer, hence detailed analyses are carried out be-
fore any decisions are made. It allows decision-makers
to find out possible future results of network development
venture. To perform such surveys in reasonable time and
comparable way it is necessary to use dedicated tools.
Projects were conducted to develop a methodology for
such analyses. One of them was Tool for Introduction Sce-
nario and Techno-Economic Evaluation of Access Network
(TITAN) executed within the Research in Advance Com-
munications in Europe Programme (RACE). It addressed
different aspects of the access networks’ development: ge-
ometrical models for the distribution, evolution of compo-
nent price in time or operational cost approach [1]. The
methodology was implemented basing on Excel spread-
sheet software. Excel was also used in implementation of

worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX)
model created in National Institute of Telecommunications
(Warsaw). This model consists of 3 parts: demand, tech-
nological and economic. It is thoroughly described in [2].
There were also different cost analyses, concerning fiber
networks either [3], [4].
Observing situation on the market it seems there is still
a need to develop such applications for open access, for
example, in case of public tender to verify and compare re-
ceived proposals. Private companies do not usually make
their tools available or it is very expensive. They would
rather offer execution of the analysis and provide results.
There is a risk of subjectivity. For example, some equip-
ment can be favoured in respect of marketing connections.

Surveys show the nature of network planning process is
strongly affected by uncertainty. Presented idea tries taking
this aspects into consideration within analysis. Inclusion
of random elements in techno-economic model ensures re-
flecting real circumstances in a better way and leads to more
robust solution. Analysis of different scenarios is also help-
ful in making the decision maker aware of potential threats.
Furthermore, mentioned research are mainly based on sim-
ulation. Here an optimization approach is partly suggested
to obtain the best possible solution.
As network technology fibre to the home (FTTH) was as-
sumed, which meets all demands of the newest services
(video on demand, video conference, online games, etc.).
Although it seems the most expensive technology it could
turn out the most profitable and safest solution in time per-
spective. It results from laborious and costly installation
of passive telecommunication infrastructure and its long
depreciation period. For this reason hybrid fiber/copper
network could become investment trap because of insuffi-
cient bandwidth in few years, what will forced operators to
replace copper cables with fibres [5].
The characteristic of network development process and gen-
eral conception of uncertainty modeling are described in
Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to FTTH technology. Struc-
ture of the model and its particular modules are presented
in Section 4, and Section 5 discusses experiments that were
carried out and their results. Summary and potential future
research are outlined in Section 6.

2. Dynamics and Uncertainty

The development of access network is usually a large-scale
process and lasts several of years. In view of this speci-
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ficity presented model takes into consideration long-lasting
investment character, where the time period is discrete. For
that reason some of future data have to be assumed, what
of course may bring inaccuracy. It is even more obvious
when one considers what kind of data is used in model. For
example, demand which determine how many users will be
eager to be connected to the network. It is very difficult to
precisely forecast such data with regard to the subjective in-
dividual potential subscribers’ decisions. This uncertainty
should be considered to receive more appropriate results.

To address the above-mentioned issues multistage stochas-
tic programming was used. It is a generalized form of
more popular two stage approach, where in first stage deci-
sion is made before, and in second stage after an outcome
of the random process. The second stage decision can be
treated as a response to the realization of the stochastic
process aimed at minimizing possible losses, caused by
first stage decision. Multistage problem is similar, but the
outcomes are revealed and decisions are made sequentially
(Fig. 1). The general explanation of stochastic program-
ming is in [6]. More detailed and extensive description can
be found in [7], [8].

Fig. 1. Decision process in multistage stochastic programming.

As random variable, in the presented model, the take up rate
was assumed (which, as mentioned before, seems the most
unpredictable). The stochastic process was expressed as a
finite set of different scenarios. To formulate the problem
as typical mathematical programming a scenario tree was
applied. It is a standard tree with a single root, where each
node has unique predecessor (except the root) and possibly
several successors (leaves have not successors). The nodes
at the same level correspond to various scenarios in one
period of time. Assuming that the root corresponds to 0

period and venture lasts T periods, there are T + 1 levels
in the scenario tree.

Construction of scenario tree. In the presented model
transition-based approach is used to build the scenario tree.

This method was described in detail in [9], so here main
concept will be explained and a way to use it in assessing
the demand.
This approach is based on transitions (branches) between
nodes from different levels. A number of branches and
their probability are specified to determine the possible re-
alizations of the stochastic process. Starting from the root
node this information allows to define the nodes at further
levels. To simplify, a symmetrical tree was assumed, what
results in the same number and probability distribution of
transitions for the nodes at the same level.
To formally define the transitions between t and t + 1

stages the following functions are defined:

– f (t): the number of transitions from each node at
stage t;

– p(t, i): the probability of transition i ∈ {1, . . . , f (t)}
from each node at stage t;

– d(t, i): the change of take up rate corresponding to
transition i ∈ {1, . . . , f (t)} at stage t.

Giving the above values explicit for 0 ≤ t < T and
i ∈ {1, . . . , f (t)} is sufficient to build the scenario tree.

Each node can be unambiguously determine by a pair (t,n),
where t is a number of the stage and n is a number of
the node in this particular stage. Moreover, because any
node has a unique predecessor it is possible to determine
a whole path from the root node to the specific (t,n) node.
To navigate through the tree some auxiliary functions have
to be defined, like a number of the nodes in the given
period, predecessor function, which for (t,n) node gives the
number of the predecessor node in t−1 period or a number
of the last transition from the predecessor to the actual
node. To give some idea about the nature of these functions,
one of them is explained below. Let us consider the first
mentioned function, the number of the nodes in the given
period. According to prior assumption that the scenario
tree is symmetrical and its consequences, the number of
the nodes in period t equals a product of f (t −1) and the
number of the nodes in period t −1. Bearing in mind that
there is single root node the function can be defined as

N(t) =

{

1 for t = 0

N(t −1) f (t −1) for 0 < t ≤ T.
(1)

Finally, there are two the most important values corre-
sponding to each node: take up rate D(t,n) and uncon-
ditional probability P(t,n). D(t,n) is a possible value of
total take up rate, which can occur with P(t,n) probabil-
ity in period t. D(t,n) is a simple sum of the changes
of take up rate d(t, i), which belong to the path from the
root to node (t,n) and initial take up rate in period 0. The
probability P(t,n) can be computed by multiplication the
probability of predecessor and the probability of transition,
which leads from predecessor to current node (t,n). These
two parameters determine all possible scenarios in a given
time horizon.
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Of course in reality, construction of accurate scenario tree,
or more general demand model, which takes into consider-
ation all possible scenarios, is hard problem itself. There-
fore, author is aware of some simplifications in the above
scenario representation. However, presented approach al-
lows to model in a simplified way different demand forecast
evolutions, both total in whole time horizon and dynamics
in particular stages.

3. The Outline of FTTH Technology

Fibre technology is getting more and more popular in ac-
cess networks. There are various types of FTTx networks
depending on fibre saturation of connection between cen-
tral office and subscriber [10]. FTTH is characterized by
bringing the fibre medium directly to the end-user and for
this reason is considered to be the most future-proof access
technology and hence also as the target for evolutionary
path of access networks. This expectation is supported
by unlimited bandwidth of passive infrastructure, because
bandwidth of such network is limited only by active equip-
ment like transmitters and receivers [11].

Types of architectures. Two main different FTTH archi-
tectures can be distinguished: point-to-point and star. In
point-to-point architecture there is a dedicated fibre to each
subscriber, which connects him directly to the central of-
fice. It is the simplest FTTH network to design and main-
tain. Star architecture, on the other hand, is characterized
by sharing one fibre by many customers through a remote
node, which is located between subscriber’s household and
the central office. This node aggregates/splits network traf-
fic from/to different customers. Star architecture can be
active, when the remote node is powered, or passive, in
other case. Further, the passive star can be divided into
single wavelength system (all subscribers use a common
wavelength) and wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)
system (each subscriber uses a different wavelength).
Main components of FTTH connection are: optical line ter-
mination (OLT), optical network unit (ONU) and obviously
optical fibres. OLT is a device with optical transceiver and
it is usually located in the central office. In point-to-point
architecture one OLT port is dedicated to single subscriber,
when in star case it is used by group of subscribers. ONU,
called also optical network termination (ONT), is situated
on the customer premises. This device converts optical sig-
nal from the central office to subscriber into its electronic
form and electronic signal into optical in the opposite di-
rection. Optical path is composed of fibres and is usually
divided into 3 sections:

– feeder cable: first section of connection from the of-
fice center, ends in the remote node in the star net-
work;

– distribution cable: links the remote node with net-
work access point;

– drop cable: direct connection between the subscriber
and the access point.

In point-to-point network these are all main components
and division of the path is obviously quite artificial, because
of dedicated fibre to each customer.
The star architecture apart from above mentioned compo-
nents needs also a few more devices. Mainly it concerns
the remote node equipment and specially switches/splitters.
In the active star case in the aggregation node there are
switches and temperature stabilization system, therefore,
the node have to be powered. In the passive star in the
remote node splitters are used to distribute optical signal
among subscribers.
Presented model assumes the passive star architecture. It is
the most popular FTTH architecture today what may result
from no need to power the remote nodes and therefore,
economic character of such network. Furthermore, the star
network has more complex structure in view of feeder cable
sharing and for that reason is more complicated to model
in comparison to dedicated architecture.

4. Model Specification

4.1. General Structure

Analysis of research, which were carried out so far, led
to some assumptions, which had a significant influence on
presented model structure. Apart from dealing with un-
certainty there were also two others important premises:
optimization character and linearity. The former assures
the best solution in specific circumstances, in contrast to
simulation, which only gives answers to fixed inputs, caus-
ing searching process of satisfactory solution very arduous.
What even more important it is not known if calculated
solution can be improved. The latter was assumed in order
to simplify computation, because stochastic problems are
usually quite big, and to use freely available software to
solve linear and integer programming problems.
Based on the above assumptions, to reflect characteristic
of the passive optical network (PON), a compromise was

Fig. 2. General structure of model.
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made, which resulted in module-based architecture of the
model (Fig. 2). There are 3 basic modules:

– nonlinear simulation module: calculates the optimal
aggregation rate in the remote node;

– optimization module: computes how many and
which customers should be connected to maximize
objective function (net present value – NPV, was cho-
sen), using optimal aggregation rate;

– economic module: the simplest part, which calcu-
lates additional economic parameters helpful in as-
sessing investments, using cash flows from optimiza-
tion module.

4.2. Network Dimensioning

Before particular modules are described some information
will be given about geometric model used for network di-
mensioning. One should realize that cost of passive infras-
tructure, specially for cable networks, constitutes a quite
big part of total costs, specially when trenches have to be
dug. Thus it is important to determine basic measurements
of access network.
Presented model has a hierarchical structure with four levels
(to simplify square areas on each level were assumed) and
is an extended approach, which has been proposed in [3]:

– access region,

– access area,

– aggregation area,

– connection zone.

The access region is a whole geographic region, where ac-
cess network is built. Roughly in the middle there is the
central office connected to the backbone network. The ac-
cess region is composed of the access areas, which in reality
correspond to districts, estates or small rural regions and
are characterized by a given area, household density, dis-
tance to the central office and numbers of different kinds of
potential subscribers. Uniform distribution of subscribers
density within individual kind of the customers in the ac-
cess areas was assumed.
Each access area is divided into the same size aggregation
areas exact to multiple size of this aggregation area. In the
middle there is the remote node which aggregates network
traffic from subscribers and links them to the central office.
Next the aggregation area is divided into connection zones,
where single building with potential subscribers was as-
sumed. In the building there might be different number of
the subscribers depending on their kind and type of access
area (precisely on its population density).
According to above it is possible to determine basic mea-
surements of the network. Trenches schema is shown in
Fig. 3(a). When u stands for length of connection zone
side, a for length of aggregation area side (in u unit)

Fig. 3. Schema of aggregation area: (a) trenches; (b) fibres.

and n is a number of the buildings in this aggregation area,
length of the trenches LD can be calculated as

LD = (n−1)u, (2)

where n = a2. Next, for specific network topology, i.e., star
topology (Fig. 3(b)), length of the fibre used to connect
customers to the remote node can be calculated. Assuming
initially single fibre to each building and even value of a it
could be done as

L f =
(

n
3

2 /2

)

u. (3)

Keeping in mind that in one building there can be several
customers, above simple dependency should be modified to
take into account bringing several fibres to single building.
Denoting set of customers types as K, it is possible to ex-
press total number of customers in the given access area
as C = ∑k∈K ck. Assuming gk as an average number of k-
type customers per building, total number of buildings can
be calculated as B = ∑k∈K bk, where bk represents a num-
ber of buildings occupied by k-type customers bk = ck/gk.
Further, determining ca as a number of customers in the
aggregation area the number of buildings in the aggrega-
tion area ba can be calculated as ba = ca

C
B. These lead

to complete formula determining length of the fibre in the
aggregation area:

L f =
(ba)

3

2

2
u

(

∑
k∈K

bk

B
gk

)

, (4)

what can be simplified to

L f =
(ba)

3

2

2
u

(

∑
k∈K

ck

B

)

, (5)

where u =
√

A
B

and A is an area of the access area.

4.3. Simulation Module

The aim of the simulation is to calculate the optimal ag-
gregation rate in the remote node. It is aggregation rate
which minimize expected infrastructure cost for the given
scenario tree in the access area. In other words it has to be
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decided how many subscribers should be connected to one
aggregation node, therefore, how many splitters should be
installed. Because this decision has to be made ultimately
at the beginning of investment but it should minimize final
network, the total take up rate in different scenarios at the
last stage are considered only.
As it was considered in [4], there are two opposite aims
which determine the optimal aggregation ratio. It results
from the cost of optical fibres, splitters and OLT ports.
On the one hand the less splitters in the remote node, the
smaller aggregation area, therefore shorter distance from
the node to the subscriber and lower cost of fibres. On the
other hand, however, the less splitters in the remote node,
the greater number of nodes and the higher probability of
using greater total number of splitters in the access area.
Obviously it is true only for take up rate less than 100%. To
better understand the second dependency one can imagine
small access area which is divided into two aggregation
areas, each with the remote node with single splitter. In
such situation each splitter has to be installed even if there
are only two subscribers, each in different aggregation area.
If these two remote nodes are replaced by one node with
two splitters, the second splitter will be used only if there
are at least r+1 subscribers, where r is the split ratio. The
number of splitters determines also the number of OLT port
in the central office, thus higher aggregation ratio decreases
cost of splitters and OLT ports.
Assuming m as the aggregation ratio (it means that there
would be installed m splitters in the remote node if take
up rate was 100%) and r as the split ratio, there will be
mr customers in the aggregation area. Assuming further bi-
nomial distribution of customers take up rate, what means
each customer takes a decision independently, keeping in
mind uniform distribution of customers density, and us-
ing dependency (Eq. 5), length of the fibre can be calcu-
lated as

L fm,n =
1

2

(mr

C

)
3

2
√

A

(

∑
k∈K

ckhk,n

)

, (6)

where hk,n is a fraction of k-type customers, which want to
be connected to the network, when n scenario occurs.
It is left to calculate the real number of splitters, which are
used in the remote node, at hk,n take up rate for k ∈ K

and n scenario. Because there are mr customers in the
aggregation area and fraction of k-type customers equals
ck/C, the number of subscribers is

NConSubm,n = mr

(

∑
k∈K

ck

C
hk,n

)

. (7)

Hence keeping in mind r as the split ratio, the number of
splitters in the remote node can be expressed as

Nsplm,n =

⌈

m

(

∑
k∈K

ck

C
hk,n

)⌉

, (8)

where ⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer not less than x. To be
precisely it should be add there will be

⌈

C
mr

⌉

aggregation
areas, when the aggregation ratio is m.

To find the optimal aggregation ratio the average infrastruc-
ture cost per connected subscriber is calculated. Assuming
that COLT , Cspl , C f are, respectively, costs of OLT port,
splitter and fiber (length unit, e.g., 1 km) this can be
done as

Cm,n =

(

COLT +Cspl

)

Nsplm,n +C f L fm,n

NConSubm,n

. (9)

Calculating this cost for each scenario n in the last period,
it is possible to determine its expected value for the given
scenario tree and aggregation ratio m:

E (Cm) = ∑
n

Cm,nPn , (10)

where Pn is probability of scenario n.
Assuming Mmax as maximal number of splitters that can
be installed in the remote node, module computes expected
cost E (Cm) for aggregation ratio 1≤ m ≤ Mmax and returns
one which minimizes it.

4.4. Optimization Module

The most important and complicated part of the presented
model is optimization module, which merges technologi-
cal and economic aspects. All details of this module was
described thoroughly in [12], thus here some basic assump-
tions and general structure will be only explained.
Module on the basis of given demand calculates the nec-
essary amount of equipment, its cost and possible rev-
enue. Users demand is estimated using the scenario tree,
which was described in Section 2. Further, the geometric
model and the optimal aggregation rate value from simula-
tion module are used. As decision variables the number of
connected and non-connected customers of each type were
assumed. The objective function is net present value at the
end of assumed time horizon

NPV = ∑
t

CF (t)

(1 + r)t , (11)

where r is the depreciation value and CF(t) is the cash flow
in period t (all costs and revenues between t and t + 1).

For the sake of linear assumption, what was mentioned
earlier in the model structure description, amount of all
network components, which have nonlinear dependency on
the number of subscribers, are calculated to satisfy total
demand (to connect all eager customers). Model takes into
account both, capital (CAPEX) and operational (OPEX)
expenditure. CAPEX includes costs of:

– trenches and ducts,

– fibres,

– central office,

– remote nodes,

– customer premises equipment.

OPEX is calculated proportional to CAPEX, according to
classes suggested in TITAN methodology [1]. Revenue
comes from customers connection and monthly fees.
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4.5. Economic Module

In third module selected economic factors are computed
on the basis of cash flows from optimization module. Pre-
sented model takes into consideration two additional values:

– balance,

– modified internal rate of return (MIRR).

Balance is a simple sum of revenues and costs. Due to this
simplicity it is a very common economic factor to assess
various ventures. It could be treated as down limitation
of investment profitability – if balance is less than zero,
all values, which take into consideration discount aspect
(i.e., NPV), will also show unprofitability of such under-
taking (typical investment is the most costly at the begin-
ning). Moreover, the balance is objective in contrast to
discounted values, which depend on depreciation rate. For
these reasons it is probably the most universal measure to
compare different investments, specially those with similar
time horizon.
The second measure is modified internal rate of return,
which as IRR is relative value of venture efficiency, unlike
absolute values as balance or NPV, which reflect size dif-
ferences between various investments. MIRR in contrast
to IRR assumes the positive cash flows from a project are
reinvested at the rate equates usually to cost of capital (de-
preciation rate used in NPV calculation). In case of IRR
the positive cash flows are reinvested at the internal return
rate. For that reason MIRR more accurately reflects the
nature of access network development project. As it was
described before development of network is a long-lasting
undertaking, specific rather repeatable, what explains use of
different reinvested rate instead of common internal return
rate.
In other words MIRR is the deprecation rate for which dis-
counted total future value of all positive cash flows equals
total present value of all negative cash flows reached from
investment. Formally this can be expressed as

T

∑
t=0

CFIt

(1 + r)t =

T

∑
t=0

CFOt (1 + r)T−t

(1 + MIRR)T
(12)

and therefore

MIRR = T

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

T

∑
t=0

CFOt (1 + r)T−t

T

∑
t=0

CFIt
(1+r)t

− 1, (13)

where CFIt is the negative cash flow in period t, CFOt is
the positive cash flow in period t, r is the depreciation rate
(cost of capital) and T is the time horizon of investment.
As it can be seen MIRR is not only more appropriate to
network development investment in due to its specificity
but is also simpler to compute in comparison to IRR, for
which it is necessary to use reverse-simulation method.
Decision is made by analogy with IRR, therefore the in-
vestment is profitable when MIRR is greater than cost of
capital and obviously the greater it is, the better.

5. Techno-Economic Analysis

Described model was applied to perform techno-economic
analysis for the city Łódź (Poland) and surroundings. The
region was chosen with regard to available data, which
were obtained thanks to [2] authors’ kindness. That study
also concerns development of the access network but for
WiMAX technology, thus it was possible to compare some
of the results in order to general verification. Moreover, the
region of Łódź varies widely in population density, there-
fore it is good for analysis. Three types of the access areas
were distinguished: urban, suburban and rural.
Time horizon of the investment was assumed to be 6 years.
It was subjective decision on the basis of telecommunica-
tions market profile. On the one hand it should be horizon
long enough to develop the access network but on the other
hand short enough to make economic and demand forecasts
reliable as much as possible and to convince investors to
wait for profits. All presented below experiments were car-
ried out using the hypothetical scenario tree with 24 sce-
narios in the last period, where take up rate varies from
10% to 22% for individual and business customers (public
customers like schools and municipality offices were con-
nected in 100%). This simple estimation was a result of
study various demand forecasts and experience from FTTH
project in other countries, which were obtained mainly from
the Internet.

5.1. Aggregation Ratio

Results from the simulation module will be discussed at
first. Optimal aggregation ratio for 3 selected access ar-
eas with different population density were calculated. For
each access area expected cost was computed for 3 different
demand cases:

– set of possible scenarios with their probability in the
last period;

– the lowest take up rate (pessimistic scenario);

– the highest take up rate (optimistic scenario).

In the second and third cases there was assumed only one
possible scenario with 100% probability. In Fig. 4 results
for low population density area are illustrated.

Fig. 4. Simulation module results for low population density
area.
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First, one can see that single splitter in the remote node
is the worst solution, giving significant higher costs than
higher aggregation ratio in all aggregation areas, although
it could seem intuitively that installing splitters the closest
as possible to the subscribers to reduce the use of fibres
would be the best approach.
Further, it turns out that generally the aggregation ratio for
pessimistic scenario is greater than its equivalent for opti-
mistic one. Therefore, it seems the lower the take up rate,
the higher aggregation ratio is more profitable. Because
the aggregation ratio is increasing with the reduction of the
subscribers number, this means the costs of fibres have less
impact than the costs in the remote nodes and central of-
fice. It is different when changes of the population density
are considered. In rural areas the optimal aggregation ra-
tio is lower than in areas with greater population density.
Therefore, one can come to a conclusion the main factor,
which affects the costs this time, is the distance between
the subscribers and the remote node.
Moreover, growth of population density, as well as take up
rate, decreases the costs per subscriber, thus the higher pay-
back from investment can be expected. To sum up it seems
FTTH access network investment is positive correlated with
the number of subscribers.

5.2. Economic Analysis

On the basis of optimal aggregation ratio from simulation
module further experiments were carried out. Some eco-
nomic values were calculated to assess investment prof-
itability for various cases.
At the beginning different population density access areas
were compared (Fig. 5). As it was mentioned before 3 types
of areas were considered: low population density rural area,
average population density suburban area and high popu-
lation density urban area. As it can be seen in Table 1
only urban area is economically profitable, what is con-
firmed by both NPV greater than 0 and MIRR greater than
assumed 15% discount rate (cost of capital). However, bal-
ance is positive for all areas what can mean that in longer
time horizon each of these investments can be profitable,
especially as maintain costs of fibre network are lower in
comparison to copper one.
It is also interesting to compare suburban and rural areas.
Although NPV is about 2.5 times lower for suburban area,
MIRR are very similar and balance is much greater than
for rural area. It results mainly from different scale of
investment, because in suburban area initial expenditures
are much higher. For this reason it seems that for longer
time horizon the suburban area will be more profitable.

All these observations lead to the conclusion that invest-
ment in FTTH access network is positive correlated with
the number and density of subscribers.
Similar analysis was carried out for the case when all in-
terested customers were connected to the access network
(additional constraint on the unsatisfied demand). Such
requirement seems rational for example when a public or-
ganization subsidizes access network investment in non-

Fig. 5. Economic factors for different population density areas:
(a) high density; (b) medium density; (c) low density.

profitable areas. In this particular situation such assumption
aggravated economic results only slightly. It also allowed
to estimate the value of subsidy required to make invest-
ment profitable in suburban and rural areas. It equals about
80 and 30 millions PLN, respectively.

Table 1
Economic factors for different population density areas

Area
Balance NPV MIRR

[10
3 PLN] [10

3 PLN] [%]
Rural 8481.9 –30347.8 7.14
Suburban 35205.7 –80540.6 7.08
Urban 319654.7 33828.8 16.80

Another experiment concerned duct system. Because
trenching primary duct system is very expensive and the
city Łódź keeps control of the sewage system, the possibil-
ity to use it was considered to reduce capital expenditure. It
was assumed the sewage system exists in suburban and ur-
ban areas. As it is shown in Fig. 6 this approach improves
significantly efficiency of investments and makes the access
network development profitable also in medium population
density area. Payback period (time for which NPV = 0) is
about 4 years long in suburban area and shortens to about
3.5 years in urban area.
The City Hall of Łódź had a clear vision of network own-
ership and management, where the city was an owner of
the network infrastructure but direct customers services
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Fig. 6. Economic factors using the sewage system: (a) high
density; (b) medium density.

were offered by the service operators [2]. Due to this
business model of investment, there was a need to de-
cide how to share income between the network owner and
the service providers. In previous experiments it was as-
sumed 20% of income goes to the service operators. Here
(Table 2) results for two other values, 35% and 50%, are
presented. In case of 35% value investment is still rela-
tively profitable, but when profit margin reaches 50% un-
dertaken will cross the profitability limit. Presented results
concern high population density area with the primary duct
system.

Table 2

Economic factors for high population density area and
different service operators profit margin

Profit margin Balance NPV MIRR
[%] [10

3 PLN] [10
3 PLN] [%]

35 269781.1 62105.1 19.64
50 101031.6 –21429.0 12.64

Income division ratio plays an important role in business
model, thus in reality it should be subject of thorough ne-
gotiations, taking into account various aspects, for example,
competition.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Presented results have shown the usefulness of techno-
economic analyses in planning access networks develop-
ment. The appropriate choice of network parameters, such
as the aggregation ratio, is essential and could signifi-
cantly influence the investment profitability. Additionally
stochastic approach, which takes uncertainty into consider-
ation, provides for a more robust solution due to changes in

the volume of customer demand. Suggested decisions are
optimal in sense of expected value of NPV. Such method
improves the safety of investment as opposed to the formu-
lation in which random variables are replaced by expected
values what may lead to infeasible solution. Analysis of
different scenarios can also make the decision maker aware
of potential threats.
One of the biggest problem in creating the model was lim-
ited availability of specific data. It caused some simplifi-
cations and common sense assumptions. As it turned out,
detailed demographic data were not freely available and as
it was mentioned before, they were provided by [2] authors.
Information about the cost of components was hard to ob-
tain as well, what could be a consequence of quite new
FTTH technology.
The most important findings from experiments are not ab-
solute exact value of individual factors, which in view of
assumptions and difficulties could be questioned, but the
general dependencies and characteristics follow from re-
ceived results. From economic point of view, it seems the
fibre access networks are more appropriate, when there is
a significant number of subscribers. It results mainly from
high initial investments, which are necessary to provide re-
quired infrastructure to cover the given access area, and
this is related to costly civil work and trenching. For this
reason, the FTTH network is unprofitable in low population
density area and needs subsidy under such circumstances.
On the other hand, there is an interesting opportunity for the
areas where there is some kind of ducts system which can
be easily adopted to distribute fibre cables. In this case, the
development of the FTTH network is much less expensive,
shortening significantly the payback period. From decision
maker point of view, such property is also a guidance to
develop the passive infrastructure within other investments
like road construction, although one has to realize it re-
quires a long-term planning period.
Apart from data availability difficulties it is necessary to
mention other shortcomings and possible improvements to
deal with. First is the computational complexity. One
should realize the number of scenarios grows exponen-
tially with the number of periods. Presented experiments
were carried out using small scenario tree, what in view of
small range of take up rate parameter was not the problem,
but in general it poses the computational limits when the
parameters vary greatly. To overcome this limitation the
decomposition method should be considered. Secondly it
should be also remembered about some simplifications in
the scenario tree building method. It is the important issue
which requires further detailed research. Some algorithms
to build the scenario tree should be work out to ensure the
most appropriate representation of the possible trends of
events.
The issue of robustness in such applications may be
also an interesting subject of further studies. It concerns,
e.g., the choice of objectives. Some measure of risk could
be applied as decision maker might be interested in the
variability of returns associated with a plan. It may lead
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to multicriteria optimization and more complex utility
function.
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